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OUR TAGLINE

GENERATIONS
FLEXIBLE • HISTORICAL • CREATIVE • INCLUSIVE

Whether it’s the generations of people who attend the conference each
year, or the innovation that the conference generates, the tagline is
open to individual interpretation. This flexibility speaks to the inclusive
nature of SIGGRAPH.
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LOGO
DESIGN

DOWNLOAD LOGOS
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SYMBOLISM &
THE MARK
OVERVIEW
The logo mark pulls inspiration from
traditional Haida roundels, incorporating
iconography to symbolize the SIGGRAPH
community and Vancouver locale.
This motif encompasses the highly
contrasted SIGGRAPH swirl, setting it
as the generative source for this
vibrant community.

THE LOCALE
Also included, are icons reflecting
on the natural landscape and
culture of Vancouver

HISTORY
Symbols representing historical
milestones have been included as part
of the roundel pattern (teapot, viking
helmet, armadillo)

MOIRÉ
The brand incorporates moiré patterns
as part of its design system. This is a
reference to both the generative nature
of computer graphics but also speaks
to the broad expansion of knowledge
through time from generation to
generation

THE CONFERENCE
We have included icons representing
the many sights and sounds of the
conference – from demonstration to
discussion

GEOMETRY
Stylized platonic solids are peppered
throughout – a reference to computer
graphics and 3D rendering
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BRAND
TYPOGRAPHY
The brand features a modern condensed sans serif as
the logotype and would be restricted to headline use in
all print material. This typeface is paired with the much
rounder, geometric sans for use in large blocks of text.
The highly contrasted pairing makes for a very bold and
modern typographic aesthetic.

The following fonts will be used across
various channels and will cover a variety
of use cases including;

PRINT
The print font is to be leveraged in
physical pieces of collateral, signage
and other tangible items. This font will
sometimes differ from the logo font to
ensure readability in large text areas.

AKROBAT
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

DIGITAL
The digital font will be used to allow
ultimate flexibility in editing and viewing
for your consumers across websites,
applications, and other displays on
desktop and mobile devices.

ROBOTO CONDENSED
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ROBOTO REGULAR
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

DOWNLOAD FONTS
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COLOR
STUDY

The color palette takes inspiration from the indigenous art with its rich a vibrant hues. The tones
also serve to stand out against the earthy textures and colors of the Vancouver Art Centre.

#F4F3F2
03/02/03/00

#C1D6D5
24/07/14/00

#FDBC40
00/29/86/00

#FF9739
00/49/86/00

#F64642
00/87/75/00

#001E39
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97/81/47/59

PHOTOGRAPHY

The use of photography within the SIGGRAPH 2018 branding should be intentional and
accompanied by impact supportive copy. Photos should feel personal, conveying a sense
of action, as well as thought provoking. They should also communicate the visionary and
forward-thinking nature of the conference.

FULL COLOR
When possible, photos should display
more than one person to create a sense
of community. The photo treatment
should be high in saturation and contrast.
Subjects should be engaged with people
or technology, or have focus that directs
the viewer’s eye towards key content.

BLACK AND WHITE
Black and white imagery is exclusive
to testimonials. This treatment plays
into history and professionalism and
provides a singular aesthetic that can be
easily applied to user-provided imagery.

DUOTONE
Used in conjunction with full color
imagery, duotone images act as
supplementary visual elements.
They help create a visual “break” for the
viewer and should be paired with copy
and calls to action. This image treatment
should not be used for hero images, as it
lacks the focal draw to stand alone.

DOWNLOAD PHOTO LIBRARY
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ICONOGRAPHY

Following the theme of visual storytelling, icons create simple tie-ins and represent the
variety of interests and backgrounds present at SIGGRAPH. Icons are handled in different
ways, depending on their application. See below for usage examples.

COLLAGE
Icon collages speak to the meeting of the
minds and knowledge sharing nature of
the conference. Collages can be used as
more subdued background elements or
as an offset to photography.

ROUNDEL

1/7

Calling back to the logo, singular
icons can be used within roundel
shapes to call out focused content
and provide visual draw to grab the
viewer’s attention.

SOCIAL MEDIA

1/7

The only exception to the other two
treatments are social media icons. These
should only be housed within square
blocks, as they are meant to be grouped
together as a singular visual element.

DOWNLOAD ICON LIBRARY
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GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS
The use of common graphic elements
creates a consistent brand feel and
further communicates the theme for the
SIGGRAPH 2018 conference.

MOIRÉ
This patterned linework creates a
sense of depth and harkens back to
3D meshes. It is used as a supporting
element, tying together what would
otherwise be unconnected content. The
moiré pattern can also be housed within
simple geometric shapes to create
additional graphic elements.

DIAGONAL CUTS
Further adding to the off-grid aesthetic
of the brand, these cuts serve to guide
the viewers eye toward key content and
down the page. All cuts must adhere to
the established grid lines to maintain
consistency. For reference, please see
the diagram to the right.

DOWNLOAD GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
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EMAIL
SIGNATURE

VANCOUVER

12-16 AUGUST
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